Making a Difference—the Ocean Reef Community Foundation

by Gertrude Mann

Although this designation usually recognizes an individual who serves above and beyond, our focus changes to look at the profound way the Ocean Reef Community Foundation touches lives in the wider world outside of our gate. It’s been almost ten years since the original idea of an All Charities event emerged—one that would offer desirables to our enthusiastic community in an atmosphere of celebration and fun. The money accrued would be distributed to partners within Ocean Reef and to worthy causes in the Upper Keys, Homestead and Florida City, where many of our associates reside.

Janie Sims, the current co-chair of the Ocean Reef Community Foundation Grants committee (with Stevie Wishneck) and member of the Executive Board, is enthusiastic about the grant process. She says, “It is transparent every step of the way. Yuri Mikolay, executive director of the Foundation, receives proposals in early fall. By December, she provides us with a spreadsheet of proposals to consider. All have been submitted following required guidelines. In 2015 we had 70 proposals. Our committee studies each one carefully and gives it an A, B, or C designation. Of course, we cannot count on how much money we’ll be working with until after the All Charities Auction in February, but we have a protocol to follow. Last season we had close to $800,000 to give away, and we’re anticipating a larger sum this year.

“We meet with representatives of the Keys Children’s Foundation to make sure we are not duplicating efforts. Charity tours take us to visit many of the facilities asking for help so we have a clear picture of needs. Recommendations of the Grants committee are presented to the Foundation Board for approval, and in April, all grant applicants will be notified if they have been granted their award. If not, we have conversations about how they can do better next time.”

This is just an overview of a process that takes months of analysis and discussion. Janie says, “I am thrilled to work with wonderful members whose charge...”
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is to make a difference in the lives of others. In addition, the Foundation thinks creatively and initiates new projects.”

For example: Because of the recession in 2008, hunger programs became a big issue. The ORCF examined all aspects of donating surplus food and presented a plan to the Club that verified no liability issues exist when regulations are followed. Ocean Reef then agreed to send food to the Burton Food Pantry in the Upper Keys and to the Chapman Partnership for the Homeless in Homestead. The Foundation has paid for safety training and equipment such as coolers and cooling blankets for safe transport, and the Ocean Reef Club provides employees and supplies to package the surplus food. Extra food is frozen and taken to the commissary on Monday to be picked up on Tuesday. To date, over 70,000 pounds of food have been donated. Executive Chef Phillipe Reynaud reports that Wynns Market is participating in the effort, also.

For example: The Foundation asks questions and pursues answers. Why are food lines serving the same people year after year and still growing? Where are the programs that could help break the cycle of dependence? The programs do not exist. The Foundation asked Branches, a non-profit serving children, youth, adults and families in Florida City, to come up with a program to help those who consistently rely on food assistance. Branches, working with its Center for Financial Stability planned a pilot program to help people address the issues that plague them. Food line regulars could freely choose to come for ten weeks of sessions offering in depth help. Sessions would include getting to know participants and winning trust, helping with money management, language and employment problems, and offering educational opportunities for children accompanying parents. The first graduation was an emotional experience for participants who had acquired new skills and for their children who watched with pride. Numerous participants found jobs. The sessions will continue to be offered in three languages and monitored for results.

For example: The Grants Committee noted that large numbers of children in Key Largo School are from families that require subsidized food and must rely on help from food pantries. Although lunches are available during the week through federal funding, there is no assurance that children will have enough to eat over the weekend. The Back Pack program provides young students from pre-school to third grade with supplemental food to be placed in their backpacks on Friday. ORCF is responsible for the program that brings food to preschool children in the Upper Keys, where there is no federal assistance at the preschool level. The Foundation worked with the Early Learning Coalition’s standards for poverty to determine which children to subsidize. Feeding South Florida prepares packets of food at their warehouse, brings them down to distribution centers, and Early Childhood coordinates delivery. Through combined efforts, approximately 150 preschool children now receive food. Private donors help the Key Largo School Back Pack initiative, also.

For example: Because of the serious and productive work of the Foundation’s director, Yuri Mikolay, an overview of needs identified. This gives the Foundation a wide perspective for creative partnerships and exchange of ideas.